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Abstract—This paper presents general rules and principles for
designing multichannel fringing electric field (FEF) sensors. A
detailed analysis on how the design parameters, especially sensor
geometry, affect the performance of FEF sensors is provided.
Tradeoffs among different design objectives are explained, and
qualitative design rules for balancing these tradeoffs are presented. The rules are illustrated with the design examples of two
concentric FEF sensors. The effects of shielding electrode width
and substrate thickness on sensor performance were evaluated
through finite element simulations. In addition, the performance
of the two sensors was compared based on the numerical calculations of penetration depth and signal strength. The comparison
proves that the addition of shielding electrodes can improve the
penetration depth of FEF sensors.
Index Terms—Concentric sensor, dielectrometry, fringing electric field (FEF), imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTICHANNEL fringing electric field (FEF) sensors
are widely used to measure material properties as functions of position and time [1]–[3]. The design process of FEF
sensors and sensor arrays relies on a good understanding of
the fundamental principles and design tradeoffs. The purpose
of this paper is to highlight the critical aspects of sensor design
and to illustrate the described principles with numerical simulations and experimental results. For imaging applications, the
major goal of sensor design is to achieve the optimum balance
of measurement sensitivity, signal strength, imaging resolution,
and measurement speed. The finite area of sensor head makes it
impossible to achieve all design goals simultaneously. The task,
therefore, is to consider the tradeoffs and determine the optimal
combination of design variables for a given application. Design
variables include the geometry of electrodes and substrate, the
choice of materials for electrodes and substrate, the number of
electrodes, and the arrangement of guard electrodes. The optimization process can rely on either numerical simulations [4] or
analytical methods [5].
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Finite-element (FE) methods are used extensively for sensor
modeling [6], optimization [7], and performance evaluation [8],
especially for structures that are difficult to model analytically.
The quality of the results from FE methods depends on model
definition as well as mesh generation and refinement. When the
right model and mesh are chosen, FE simulations can generate
results with high accuracy.
It is often difficult to construct an analytical model for a threedimensional (3-D) electrical sensor. Analytical models based on
conformal mapping were constructed for interdigital structures
in [9], [10]. Such a model was developed to evaluate the effects
of design parameters such as finger width, substrate thickness,
and metallization ratio for thin-film interdigital FEF sensors [10].
The model generated solutions that match closely with experimental data and FEM simulation results. In geometries where
one of the three dimensions can be considered infinite compared
with the other two, a two-dimensional model approximation can
be used [11]. The effect of electric-field-bending on the linearity
of a capacitive position sensor was studied based on an analytical
model [12]. A similar model was constructed for an interdigital
FEF sensor designed to detect the presence of water on a glass
surface [13]. Based on analytical calculations, authors of [13]
investigated the effect that electrode width and the width of the
gap between the electrodes have on sensor output. The validity
of the analytical model was proven by matching results from finite-difference (FD) simulations. Both the analytical calculation
and FD simulation results showed a tradeoff between measurement sensitivity and signal strength. The paper did not address,
however, the penetration depth of the sensor and how it is affected
by sensor geometry. Penetration depth is an important parameter
in applications where bulk measurements (as oppose to surface
measurement) of the medium under test are required.
Among all of the design variables, electrode geometry is the
major determining factor for sensor performance. Therefore, the
choice of sensor geometry is critical to meeting the requirements
of an application. Sensors of various geometries were designed
previously for profiling and imaging applications. For example, a
multisegment interdigital FEF sensor was used for multiphase interfacedetection[14]; amultisegment cylindricalsensor was used
to image continuous flows of materials inside a pipeline [15]; a helical wound electrode sensor and a concave electrode sensor were
developed for void fraction measurements [16]. For applications
where the sample can only be accessed from one side, FEF sensors can be used. Such applications include, among others, online
measurement of moisture content in food products [17], pharmaceutical products [18], and paper pulp [19], as well as cure state
monitoring in the resin transfer molding process [20], [21].
Aside from sensor geometry, sensor output also depends on
the sample of interest. The optimal design, therefore, is appli-
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cation dependent. The current paper focuses on the qualitative
effect of design parameters on sensor performance for samples
and low conductivity. Design of
with low permittivity
capacitance tomography sensors for media with high dielectric
permittivity is investigated in [14]. The sensor was used to measure the fluid flowing in the pipe through an insulating wall.
Simulation was conducted to determine the effect of wall thickness on sensor output. Although the simulation results apply
only to tomography sensors of similar geometry, [14] provides
insights on how the permittivity of the medium under test affects
the performance of capacitive sensors in general.
The performance of FEF sensors is typically evaluated based
on their penetration depth, signal strength, measurement sensitivity, and linearity. All of these factors depend on sensor geometry. The effect of electrode geometry on the performance
of interdigital FEF sensors was analyzed in [22], but not in the
context of imaging applications. This paper provides generalized design principles for multichannel FEF sensors with a focus
on imaging applications. Most of the principles and results presented here can be applied to designing multichannel imaging
sensors of other types, as well.
The first part of this paper focuses on the qualitative effect that
design variables have on sensor performance. The second part
of the paper illustrates the method of simulation-based design
optimization through the example of two multichannel concentric sensors. The qualitative analysis from the first part provides
intuitive design guidelines for the optimization process shown
in the second part of the paper.
II. FIGURES OF MERIT
Penetration depth, measurement sensitivity, dynamic range,
signal strength, and noise tolerance are the figures of merit usually used to evaluate the performance of multichannel FEF sensors. For imaging applications, imaging resolution and speed are
also considered. All these figures of merit are analyzed in detail
in this section.
A. Penetration Depth
Penetration depth is a measure of how quickly the electric
field intensity decreases as the distance from the plane of sensor
electrodes increases. There is no strict definition of penetration
depth for FEF sensors. One way to evaluate the effective penetration depth is to position a sample above the sensor head,
move it away from the sensor surface, and measure the tercorreminal capacitance at each position. Penetration depth
sponds to the position where the difference between the capacitance at that position
and the asymptotic capacequals to 3% of the difference between the
itance
highest and the lowest values of the terminal impedance [23].
This method is illustrated in (1) and Fig. 1, where
represents the sensor terminal capacitance when the sensor is in
direct contact with the sample
(1)
For an interdigital sensor with a 50% metallization ratio (the
ratio of the area of the electrodes to the total area of the sensor

Fig. 1.
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Evaluation of the effective penetration depth

of an FEF sensor.

surface), penetration depth
is roughly one third of its spatial
wavelength [24]. Spatial wavelength is defined here as the
distance between the centerlines of neighboring electrodes of
the same type (e.g., driving or sensing electrodes).
B. Measurement Sensitivity
Measurement sensitivity is defined as the ratio between the
change in sensor output and the change in the measured physical
parameter of the sample. Because the electric field of FEF sensors is nonuniform, their measurement sensitivity is position-dependent. As illustrated in Fig. 1, sensitivity decreases exponentially with increasing distance from the plane of electrodes.
Measurement sensitivity also depends on the area of electrodes. For a fixed spatial wavelength, a greater electrode area
means higher measurement sensitivity to changes in the sample
under test. In the case of multichannel sensors, however, increasing the electrode area will decrease the amount of measurement channels, if the spatial wavelength for each channel is
fixed.
C. Signal Strength
FEF sensors are generally made of metal strips and the capacitance between the adjacent two strips is relatively small. This
leads to low signal strength. To increase signal strength, sensors with interdigitated periodical structures can be built. Signal
strength is improved here through adding more “fingers” to a
sensor.
The signal strength of an FEF sensor changes exponentially
with its distance to the sample. For capacitive measurements, if
the dielectric permittivity of the sample is higher than that of
the medium, the signal strength decays with the increasing distance to the sample. If the sensor is immersed in a medium that
has finite conductivity, its signal strength can either increase or
decrease depending on the dielectric properties of the medium
and the sample.
D. Noise Tolerance
Guard electrodes are usually used to shield sensing electrodes
from noise. They can take the form of a guard ring surrounding
the active sensor electrodes (driving and sensing electrodes), the
guard plane beneath the sensor substrate, or a 3-D shield around
the sensing area. They need to be positioned properly for optimal sensor performance. They should also be carefully connected to avoid stray capacitances and ground loops. The drivenguard technique, where the guard electrodes are kept at the same
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voltage potential as the sensing electrodes, is used to remove or
reduce any stray capacitances from the guard electrodes [25].
E. Imaging Resolution
A straightforward approach to produce an image of a physical parameter of a sample is to let each measurement channel
of the sensor correspond to one pixel in the image. The method
has the limitation that the number of channels has to be the same
as the number of desired pixels. To generate an image with high
resolution, a large number of measurement channels is required,
which is often difficult to implement. Tomography imaging, on
the other hand, reconstructs images by interpolating measurements from different channels, and the number of pixels from
such interpolation can be much greater than the number of measurement channels. However, in tomography, it is still desirable
to have as many measurement channels as possible, because the
degree of ill posedness in image reconstruction can be reduced
by increasing the ratio of the number of independent measurements to the number of output pixels [26].
For a sensor of a fixed size, increasing the number of electrodes
decreases the area of each electrode, resulting in a reduced measurement sensitivity and signal strength. If the sensor output gets
close to the minimum level measurable by the interface circuit,
the resulting measurement will lose accuracy. The maximum
number of electrodes is, therefore, limited by the measurement
resolution and the noise floor of the interface circuit.
III. MAJOR DESIGN CONCERNS
A. Surface Contact Quality
FEF sensors are highly sensitive to the composition of the
volume in the immediate vicinity of the electrodes. The smaller
the spatial wavelength of the sensor, the more pronounced is
this effect. For applications involving contact measurements of
solid samples, surface contact quality between the sample and
the sensor is a major source of uncertainty. Air gaps between
the sample and the electrode act as a series capacitance with
the impedance of the sample and lead to inaccurate estimate of
sample impedances. This air capacitance is difficult to determine because its value depends on the surface roughness of the
sample and the electrodes.
To improve sensor-sample contact quality, silver paint can be
applied directly to the specimen to form electrodes. Another option for improving the contact quality is the liquid immersion
technique, in which the sensor and the sample are immersed
in a liquid that has dielectric properties similar to that of the
solid sample under test [27]. In clinical tomography applications, saline gels are applied to patients’ skin to improve contact
with electrodes [28].
B. Sensor Substrate and the Geometry of the Back Plane
The distance between the backplane and the driving electrode depends on the substrate thickness of the sensor. When the
backplane is close to the driving electrodes, it affects the field
distribution pattern, thus influencing the penetration depth and
signal strength. Proper positioning and geometry design of the
backplane are critical for optimizing sensor performance. The
effect of substrate thickness on sensor output characteristics is

Fig. 2. Top-down view of a concentric fringing electric field sensor head. The
figures were drawn to scale. The center electrode is 4 mm in diameter, as marked.

illustrated with the example of two concentric FEF sensors in
Section V.
C. Crosstalk Between Different Measurement Channels
In general, the closer are individual sensing cells the stronger
is the crosstalk between the corresponding channels. It is,
therefore, desirable to position the sensing cells as far apart as
possible. Crosstalk can also be reduced by inserting shielding
electrodes between neighboring sensing cells. Both of these
methods, however, reduce the total surface area of active electrodes, which, in turn, reduces measurement sensitivity and
signal strength.
IV. EXAMPLES OF FEF SENSOR DESIGNS
Two concentric FEF sensor designs are presented here to illustrate the qualitative design principles described in the previous sections. Fig. 2 shows a concentric sensor designed for
measuring moisture content in dough [17]. The rationale for
using this type of sensors in food manufacturing is available
in [17]. The electrodes (black in the figure) were patterned on
an insulating substrate (white in the figure). The sensor is configured as a two-channel FEF sensor, where the middle ring is
used as the driving electrode and the other two electrodes are
used as the sensing electrodes. Each sensing electrode needs
individual guarding electrodes (the electrodes beneath the substrate) if the open voltage measurement scheme is to be used.
The readers who need understanding of different measurement
schemes used for this type of sensors are referred to [29].
The sensor has a spatial wavelength of 8 mm, which
corresponds to a penetration depth of about 2.5 mm, a value
insufficient for measuring a broad variety of food products. To
increase the penetration depth, shielding electrodes are added
between the driving and the sensing electrodes and are kept at
the same voltage as their neighboring sensing electrode. The
improved design is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 illustrates the effect
of the added shielding electrodes on the penetration depth
of the sensor. Without the shielding electrodes, the backplane
draws electric field down toward itself. The shielding electrodes
counteract this effect by pushing the electric field lines upward,
which effectively increases the penetration depth of the sensor.
The simulation results were generated with the FEMLAB
software package.
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Fig. 3. Top-down view of a concentric fringing field sensor head with
additional shielding electrodes between the driving and the sensing electrodes.
The figures were drawn to scale. The center electrode is 3 mm in diameter.

Fig. 5. Layout of a test sample positioned above (a) the shielded and (b) the
shielded concentric FEF sensor in the FE simulation.

Fig. 4. Simulated electric field line distribution illustrating the effect of the
additional shielding electrode. (a) The electric field line distribution of the
design in Fig. 2. (b) The electric field line distribution of the design in Fig. 3.

A. FE Analysis
To compare the performance of the two designs, the software
package Maxwell 2D by Ansoft Corp. was used for FE simulations. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the layout of the simulation
spaces. These spaces were defined in radial coordinates, with
the origin placed at the lower left corner of the simulation space.
The driving electrode is set to 6 V and all other electrodes (including the backplane) are set to 0 V, a Dirichlet boundary condition in nature. A test sample with relative dielectric permitand conductivity
is positioned above the
tivity
sensor. FR4 epoxy with relative dielectric permittivity
and conductivity
is used for the substrate of the sensor.
The boundary of the simulation space is set as a “charge balloon.” A charge balloon models an electrically insulated system,
where the charge at infinity balances the charge within the simulation space forcing the net charge to be zero. The convergence
criterion for total energy error is set to be within 1%. In the simulation, the distance of the sample to the plane of sensor electrodes is varied from 15 to 0 mm. The signal strength for each
sensor is evaluated based on its absolute terminal capacitance,
is evaluated based on normalwhile the penetration depth
ized terminal capacitance calculations.
B. Effect of the Shielding Electrode
Figs. 6 and 7 show, respectively, the absolute and normalized
terminal capacitance values obtained from the simulation.
“Sensor 1” refers to the design without the shielding electrodes in Fig. 5(a) and “Sensor 2” refers to the design with the

Fig. 6. Absolute capacitance value from both sensor designs in the FE
simulation.

Fig. 7. Normalized capacitance value from both sensor designs in the FE
simulation.

shielding electrodes in Fig. 5(b). For both designs, the outer
channel has greater signal strength than its respective inner
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Fig. 8. Effect of change in shielding electrode width on the signal strength
of the (a) inner sensing channel and (b) outer sensing channel of the shielded
sensor. The results show that the sensor signal strength decreases with increasing
width of the shielding electrodes.
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Fig. 9. Effect of change in shielding electrode width on the penetration
depths of the (a) inner sensing channel and (b) outer sensing channel of the
shielded sensor. The results show that the sensor penetration depth increases
with increasing width of the shielding electrodes.

channel, a difference caused by the larger sensing area of the
outer channel. When the performance of the two designs is
compared, the second design does provide greater penetration
depth than the first one. This gain in penetration depth, however,
is obtained at the cost of reduced signal strength, as shown in
Fig. 6.
C. Effect of the Width of the Shielding Electrode
The width of the shielding electrodes is varied in the second
design to evaluate its effect on sensor output characteristics.
Figs. 8 and 9 show, respectively, the absolute and normalized
capacitance value of the shielded sensor when the width of the
shielding electrode is varied.
The same trend exists for the capacitance value from both
the inner and the outer sensing channel: When the width of the
shielding electrodes increases, the sensor signal strength drops
and its penetration depth increases. The trend can be explained
with the help of Fig. 4(a). Wider shielding electrode diverts
electric field energy away from the sensing electrodes, thus decreasing the signal strength; on the other hand, the field lines
are pushed further up due to the increased surface area of the
shielding electrodes, which increases the penetration depth.
D. Effect of Substrate Thickness
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the sensor backplane draws electric
field energy away from the sensing electrodes. The closer the

Fig. 10. Absolute capacitance value of the inner channel of the unshielded
sensor with different substrate thickness.

backplane is to the driving electrode, the more energy is drawn
away. The distance between the driving electrode and the backplane is determined by the thickness of the substrate. The effect
of substrate thickness variation is, therefore, important.
The thickness of the sensor substrate is varied from 100% to
25% of its original value in a series of FE simulations. Fig. 10
shows the absolute capacitance value from the inner channel
of the unshielded design. The results show that the closer the
backplane is to the driving electrode, the weaker is the signal
strength. This same trend exists for the capacitance value from
both channels of the two designs.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 11.

Effect of change in substrate thickness on sensor penetration depth.

In addition to the signal strength, penetration depth is also affected by change in substrate thickness. The results are shown in
Fig. 11. The penetration depth of the first design decreases with
increasing substrate thickness. This can again be explained with
the illustration in Fig. 4. The farther away the backplane is positioned from the driving electrode, the further down the electric
field lines are drawn away from the top electrodes, resulting in
a decreased penetration depth. Penetration depth for the second
design is relatively stable against the variation in substrate thickness because of the shielding electrodes. There again exits a
tradeoff between the penetration depth and signal strength: For
greater signal strength, a thicker substrate is desirable, but this
decreases the penetration depth of the sensor.
The sensitivity of the sensor terminal measurement to the
changes in the substrate thickness depends on the ratio of the
dielectric permittivity of the sample and that of the sensor substrate. For samples with a much higher dielectric permittivity
than the permittivity of the substrate, variation in substrate thickness will not affect the sensor performance as much.
V. LIMITATIONS OF SIMULATION RESULTS
It is worth noting that the optimization results presented in
this paper are application-dependent. The optimal sensor geometry changes with respect to different samples. In the simulaand
tions of this paper, samples with low permittivity
close to zero conductivity were used. Such samples are representative for a wide range of ceramics and plastics [30]. Design
of sensors specialized for high permittivity dielectrics
were discussed in [15]. For highly conductive samples, resistance, instead of capacitance, is measured to estimate
sample concentration or distribution within the sensing zone. In
cases where the sample has complex permittivity and displays
frequency-dependent behavior, both the real part and the imaginary part of the complex impedance have to be measured.
The multichannel impedance sensors presented in this paper
are designed for industrial process imaging applications. Electrical tomography systems typically operate in the sub-megahertz range. Therefore, the electrostatic model used in the FE
simulations is adequate. For sensors used in broad-band spectroscopic systems, AC simulations are necessary. Such systems
are usually used for lab-based determination of material properties of samples with complex permittivity.

This paper presents the design principles for multichannel
FEF sensors, with a special focus on the analysis of figures of
merit and the major tradeoffs caused by various design constraints. The effect of design variables, especially sensor geometry, on sensor performance is analyzed. These qualitative
guidelines help to understand the logic behind the simulationbased design procedures used for the two concentric FEF sensors. The performance of the two sensors is compared. The
shielding electrodes added in the second design were shown to
increase the penetration depth of the sensor. In addition, the effects of substrate thickness and shielding electrode width were
evaluated. The simulation results demonstrated the effects of
sensor geometry on its performance and provided insights into
the design process of FEF sensors.
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